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ABSTRACT
In these lecture notes we explain a connection between Yang-Mitls theory on
arbitrary Riemann surfaces and two types of topological field theory, the so called BF
and cohomological theories, The quantum Yang-Mills theory is solved exactly using path
integral techniques. Explicit expressions, in terms of group representation theory, are obtained for the partition function and various correlation functions. In a particular limit
the Yang-Mills theory devolves to the topological models and the previously determined
correlation functions give topological information about the moduli spaces of flat connections. In particular, the partition function yields the volume of the moduli space for which
an explicit expression is derived.
These notes are self contained, with a basic introduction to the various ideas
underlying the topological field theories. This includes some relatively new work on.handling problems that arise in the presence of reducible connections, which in turn, forms
the bridge between the various models under consideration.
These notes are identical to those made available to participants of the 1992
summer school in Trieste, except for one or two additions added circa January 1993.
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May 1993
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1 Introduction
Topological gauge theories were the first of the topological field theories to be put
forward. The two broad types of topological field theory were introduced originally
by Schwarz [1], to give a field theoretic description of the Ray-Singer torsion
[2j, and by Witten [3], to give path integral representations of the Donaldson
polynomials [4].
Of the Schwarz type, only the Chern-Simons model of Witten has been extensively analysed [5]. The non-Abelian generalizations of Schwarz's original actions,
the so called BF models [6, 7] have been shown to have partition functions which
reduce to integrals over the moduli space of flat connections with some power of
the Ray-Singer torsion as the measure [6, 8]. Apart from establishing that certain correlators calculate intersection numbers of submanifolds there have bt>cn
virtually no concrete calculations performed with these theories [6, 9].
The Witten or cohomological type theories have suffered a similar fate. The
one exception here being two dimensional topological gravity [10] where a wide
range of interesting results have been obtained (see [11] for a recent, review). On
the formal side, topological gauge theories, of Witten type, can be associated with
particular geometric structures on the space of connections A modulo the group
of gauge transformations Q. A/Q has a natural principle bundle structure (the
universal bundle of Atiyah and Singer [12]) and also a natural Riemannian structure [13]-[15j. Hitherto, in cohomological gauge theories, AjQ has been considered
from the principle bundle point of view [16]-[20] and as a Riemannian manifold
[21, 22]. For a general reference to, both the Witten and Schwarz, topoktgkal
theories see [23].
There is one more geometric structure that may be placed on A/Q, under ideal
circumstances, and this particular aspect of the space is a meeting ground for the
Schwarz and Witten type theories. Depending on the underlying manifold M it.
may be possible to induce a symplectic structure on A. This is indeed possible
when M is Kahler (though it need not be). Examples include Riemann surfaces
and complex Kahler surfaces.
The topological field theories, that we will be concerned with, are a topological
gauge theory of flat connections over Riemann surfaces and a topological gauge
theory of instantons over four dimensional manifolds. It turns out that, in order lo
define the topological theory, one needs to 'regularize' the model to avoid problems
with reducible connections. This reguiarization amounts to considering instead
Yang-Mills theory which, in the limit as the gauge coupling e2 goes to zero, reduces

to the topoiogical theory [24, 25]. We find ourselves in the interesting situation of
studying a "physical' theory in order to extract topological information. Indeed
most, of the lectures are devoted to an evaluation of the path integrals of YangMills theory on Riemann surfaces.
Now, in their own right, gauge theories in two dimensions have for a long
time served as useful laboratories for testing ideas and gaining insight into the
properties of field theories in general. While classically Yang-Mills theory on
topologirally non-trivial surfaces is well understood [26], very little effort had
gone into understanding quantum gauge theories on arbitrary Riemann surfaces,
the notable exception being in the context of lattice gauge theory [27] which is
based on previous work by Migdal [28] (see also [29]). In the continuum quantum
Yang-Mills theory on R2 was solved in [28, 30] and on the cylinder in [31].
Here we study Yang-Mills theory from the path integral point of view. In
particular we will get general and explicit expressions for the partition function
and the correlation functions of (contractible and non-contractible) Wilson loops
ot> closed surfaces of any genus as well as for the kernels on surfaces with any
niiiiibcr of handles and boundaries. These expressions will yield corresponding
results for the topological theory in the limit. We will not be able to fix overall
constants in our formulae, these require a more detailed analysis and/or input
from another source. The method of calculation is based on published work with
Matthias Blau [32]. An analogous, but perhaps more mathematically rigorous,
derivation of some of these results may be found in the work of Fine [33j. There
arc also unpublished lectures by P. Degiovanni [34] where a mixture of canonical
i|iiaiitizatioii and the axiomatic approach to topological field-theories is used to
get to these results. A derivation in the spirit of [28, 27], was provided by Witten

passed over in [32] and also to include some previously unpublished calculations
[40]. Notation is by and large explained in appendix A.

2

Moduli Space Of Flat Connections And Topological
Gauge Theory

Our basic concern in these notes is with the space of flat connections (gauge
fields) on a Riemann surface. We define this space on a general manifold M. Pick
a connected, compact gauge group G. A connection A on a G bundle over M, or
a gauge field on M, is said to be flat when its curvature tensor FA vanishes,
1
FA — dA + ~[A, A] = 0 .
(2.1)
2
Flatness is preserved under gauge transformations A —> Au where
Au =

(2.2)

as FA transforms to V 1FAU. The moduli space of flat connections My(M,(!)
is the space of gauge inequivalent solutions to (2.1). This means that solutions
to (2.1) which are not related by a gauge transformation are taken to be different
points of Mp(M, G)- On the other hand, if two solutions to (2.1) are related by
a gauge transformation they are taken to be the same point in MF(M,G).
that
is Au ~ A.
There is another description of the moduli space which is useful. This is in
terms of representations of the fundamental group JTi(M) of the manifold A/.

Mr(M,G) =
Perhaps the correct way of of deciding on the 'type' of topological field theory
one iias in hand is with respect to which fixed point theorem applies to it. Atiyah
anil .Irfrcy [35] have shown that the cohomological field theories, as they had been
discussed, were naturally understood in terms of the Marhai-Quillen construction
[3(i]. An introductory account of this point of view, explaining how the zeros of a
map arc singled out, is given in [37], On the other hand, it had also been known
that the path integral formulation of index theorems [38] devolved to calculations
of fixed [joints because of the theorem of Duistermaat and Heckman [39]. It is this
aspect of the two dimensional cohomological gauge theory that is stressed in [25].
I'nfortunat.ely, there is no time to go into this side of things, except in passing.

that is of equivalence classes of homomorphisms
(•2,4)

up to conjugation. *\(M) is made up of loops on the manifold M with two loops
identified if they can be smoothly deformed into each other. All contractible loops
are identified. it[(M) is a group under the composition of loops with the identity
element the contractible loops.
We can easily see half of (2.3). Given a flat connection A we can form a map
ifi-i by setting <pi(A) to be the holonomy (which is an element of the group (,')
around a loop 7 in M,

f A,

1 have taken this opportunity to prove some of the technical facts that were
3

(2.5)

Ill physicists notation this is a Wilson loop. Recall that P stands for path ordering

P exp f / ' f(t)dt) = £ / ' dlx [" dt2... /'""' dtn / ( ( „ ) . . . /(*,). (2.6)
Under a gauge transformation (2.5) goes to

is repeated for the basis of cycles, the final result being a cut Riemann surface.
In figure 2 this process is shown for the torus T2. Figure 3, shows the homology
basis for the genus 2 surface, and how the basis is pulled to the point P and cut
is shown in figure 4. Now the path that is defined by the edge of the cut Rietnauti
surface is generated by
.,agb3ag

(2.7)
so, as l'{0) = (7(1), gauge equivalent 4 ' s give conjugation equivalent i^>(A)'s.

We still need to show that the maps only depend on the homotopy class of the
loop •). 'This is where flatness comes in; we have not used it yet. Add to 7 a small
homolopically trivial loop 67 =flF(it is the boundary of some disc V) then

- £ "•» {£
= 0.

(2.8)

The first equality follows from the variation of the definition of path ordering
(2.6), while the second arises on integrating by parts in t. We have just shown
that only the homotopy class of the loop 7 is involved in the map i^7.
This establishes that each point in MF(M, G) gives an element in Hom(ni(M),
(7)/(7. The proof of the converse, that each element in Hom(Ttl(M),G)/G naturally defines a flat connection, makes use of the notions of covering manifolds and
associated bundles.
Dimension Of MF(T,g,G)
We now concentrate on compact Riemann surfaces of genus g, M = S a , and
compact gauge group G. In this case it is known that MF{Hf,G) is smooth
except at singular points which arise at reducible connections. The reducible
connections will be defined shortly; a great deal of the formalism developed is
there to get. around problems generated by these connections.
Now to a Riemann surface S s there is a standard presentation of iri in terms
of the 2<y generators Oj, b,, i = I,... ,5. One basis for these 'homology' cycles is
displayed in figure 1. However, they are not independent generators. To see this
it is easiest to form the cut Riemann surface. One picks a point P on the surface
and then cuts from that point along a fundamental cycle back to the point. This

(•2.9)

ba .

but this path is contractible to a point in the interior of the cut Riemann surface,
so it is the trivial element in irt, We have the relation

6 1U1— 1

L—1

Oi

1;

— 1 1— 1

. • . w Q Oa 0 0

\
— I.

1.') 1 f\ \

\ £ . l\) t

It turns out that this is the only relation satisfied by the generators on the Rienianii
surface.
The dimension of the moduli space for g > 1 and simpie G may be calculated
from the information that we have at hand. The Horn part of (2.3) asks for the
possible assignment of group elements to generators. There are 2g dim G ways of
doing this, but we must subtract off the one relation (2.10), that is minus dim G
and also the identification of conjugacy clases implies that we ought to subtract
another dimG. We have, therefore,

When the manifold is the two sphere, g = 0, all loops are contractible soffi(52) =
id and MF^SIG)
is one point, the trivial representation. This means that up
to gauge equivalence the only flat connection is the trivial connection A = 0. For
the torus, g = 1, the situation changes somewhat. In this case the relation (2.10)
is ab — ba so that o andftmust commute. The homomorphism must therefore
ensure that when mapped into G their images commute. Generically a and b can
be represented, in this case, by elements lying in the (same) Maximal torus T of
G. The dimension is
dimMFCEi,G)=2dimT.
(2 12)
Life is simplified when G = U({). As everything in sight must commute, the
relation (2.10) is automaticaHy satisfied and conjugation acts trivially. We have
dimMF(Zs,U(l))=2gTopological Gauge Theory
We would like to be able to get more information than just the dimension.
Different types of topological field theories indeed give different sorts of information about these moduli spaces. Let us define what we mean by a topological field
theory.

For the purposes of these lectures a topological field theory is a field theory
defined over some manifold M whose partition function is invariant under smooth
deformations of any metric one puts on M. In such a. theory it is possible to
find correlation functions which enjoy the same property. A topological gauge
theory is a topological field theory which is also a gauge theory. The correlation
functions of interest in this case need to be not only metric independent but also
gauge invariant.
In the course of the lectures we will come across two types of topological gauge
theory. The first, known as a BF model, has a partition function that equals the
volume of ,VfF(Es, G). Due to the singularities of the moduli space, we will need
to generalise t lie discussion somewhat and consider Yang-Mills theory. The partition function for the Yang-mills theory will be determined and in the topological
limil we will be able to get a handle on voi A-<F(£J, G). The second type of
to|u)logir«l Held theory that we come across is known as a cohomological gauge
Iheory. Considerations from this theory show us that the volume we calculate is
I lie syni|>lectic volume of A 1 F ( E 3 , G ) . Correlation functions in the cohomological
theory inav be interpreted in terms of intersection theory on the moduli space.
We consider only the dual point of view, that is as integration of differential forms

3

As it stands this formula is far too implicit and we will have need to modify it in
making sense of the last equality. But first let us establish some formal aspects of
the theory.
(i) Gauge Invariance:
The action in (3.2) is invariant under the gauge transformation (2.2) combined
with
<t>v = C/" 1 (f>U .
(3.4)
The infinitesimal form of the transformations are

In order to correctly specify the path integral, we will need to gauge fix. The
reason for this is that gauge invariant operators are constant on the orbit, of tingroup of gauge transformations. One gets an infinity as one integrates over each
orbit. It is this infinity that needs to be factored out. Rather than integrating
over A one wants to integrate over A/Q. We use the Fadeev-Popov method to
pick the gauge and fix on
G(A) = 0
(3.(i)
where G(A) could be, for example, dAa * (A — AQ) (where * is the Hodge duality
operator with respect to some metric g^ on £j and Aa is some prefereci connection) or, as we will be mostly working on the disc, G{A) = Ar. The partition
function is now

BF Theory on a Riemann Surface

We arc interested in the moduli space of flat connections A ^ F ( E S , G ) on a Riemann
surface of genus g and compact structure group G. In the previous section we saw
ih.il this is I lie space of gauge inequivalent solutions to the flatness condition
(3.1)

FA = 0.

—J^ Tn<f,FA

The extra contributions to the action may be written as a BRST variation
TrcG(A),

A field t heory that restricts one to this space is given by the path integral [6, 7]
Z(LS) = / DfiDAexp (^-

L TTI4>FA] ,

(3.2)

where {> is an adjoint valued field. Traditionally the field <j> here is denoted by B
and H glance at the partition function will explain the reason for the name BF
t heory. We have broken with tradition in order to make a smooth transition to the
cohoinologiral model. Formally, at least, on integrating out 4> the path integral
gives the volume of the moduli space of flat connections

Z(£,) = JDA6(FA)
= volMF(Zs,G).

Tr(ibG(A) + c—dAc)

(.18)

with Q the BRST operator,

<?c=--M,
Qc=ib,

(3.9)

As usual one has traded overall gauge invariance for BRST invariance.
This is not quite as much of the group volume that can be factored out.
Elements h in G (that is constant maps h 6 (?) that form the centre of G, Z{G)

(3.3)

do not act on A or <t>. It is also possible factor out the number of elements

#Z(G)

so that one should consider
E,-

(3-10)

but. this factor will generally be omitted.
U>) Metric Independence:
At the level of (3.2), this is manifest, for the metric makes no appearance
at all there. However, upon gauge fixing, we have introduced an explicit metric
dependence in the action of (3.7). All of the explicit metri' dependence rests in
('(A), so that, on varying (3.7) with respect to the metric, we find

When the flat connections are not isolated the connection Ao will depend on
'moduli' A. The path integral must now include an integration over the moduli
parameters, but for any A the product of determinants is still one, so that we arc
again, formally, left with
(:U5)
Reducible Connections

-L

(3.11)

where <t> is generic for all the fields and

=i k

Tr{lbG[A)

dA<j> =

{Hi) Relationship to the Ray-Singer Torsion:
Lf t us suppose that the only flat connection is isolated and call it Ao. Split
the general connection A into A = Ao + A, and take as the gauge condition
(/.,!„ * A, — 0. The path integral is
DA,S(FAa+Af)S(dAo

So far we have concentrated on the flatness equation (2.1) which is one of the
equations of motion that is obtained from the action of (3.2). The other equal inn
of motion, obtained on varying the action with respect to the gauge field is.

£

By the Hli.ST invariance of the theory the right hand side of (3.11) vanishes,
whence I he metric independence of the partition function is established (an account <»f how one derives such a. Ward identity is given in section 4). This has all
been rather formal. A more careful analysis, working with a regularized form of
the theory, shows that indeed the theory remains metric independent, substantiating the analysis we have made.

=

Now the product of determinants is the Ray-Singer torsion. The torsion is unity
on an even dimensional manifold, a fact that is easy to prove using field theoretic
techniques [6], and we will do so for this case when we consider the trivialising
map. Path integral representations of the torsion were introduced by Schwarz [l].

Connections A for which there are non-zero solutions <j> to (3.16) are call.-d reducible. Thinking of the 4> as gauge parameters, then (3.16) is the statement that.
there are some gauge transformations that act trivially on the connection A, This
means that A-IF(£ 3 ,G) is not, in general, a manifold as the quotienting out by
the gauge group is not the same at each connection. Generically the connections
are irreducible, and there will be isolated reducible connections. MC£s,(i) is
then at best an orbifold. Turning this into a bona fide manifold is the process of
'compactification1.
(3.16) clearly holds when the two conditions
(3.17)
are fullfilled. As an example consider the su{2) valued gauge field

* A,)

JDAq6(dAoA,)S(dAB*A,)

= det(dAo,dAo * ) ' 1 detid^ * dAo),

(3.13)

where the last equality arises on noting that the two delta functions imply /4, = 0,
and the inverse determinant comes from extracting the operators out of the delta
function with the rule

dxJ(T(x)) =

(3.10)

(3.14)

a

0

0

-a

(3.18)

with the possible form of <j> being
b

0

0

-6

(3.19)

with b a constant. The connection (3.18) and the scalar field (3.19) live in a «(1)
aubalgebra of su(2).

The 5(7(2) gauge field will be flat when a is flat as a f.'(l)

gauge field.
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Reducible connections are a source of great difficulty in making sense of topologiral field theories in general. The problem is that at a reducible connection
l>ath integrals of the type (3.2) diverge. The reason for this is that there are
integrals to be performed over all the <j> modes, but those modes which satisfy
(•'1.16) do not appear in the action and hence do not dampen the integrals. For
the reducible connection (3.18) there will be the undamped integrals

«*•*••

to obtain
(3.25)
The original theory is obtained in the e2 -» 0 limit (or in the limit <4(£3) -» 0).
The minima of the new action in (3.21) are
(3.26)

(3.20)

on combining the two one obtains the Yang-Mills equations

Yang-Mills Connections
In order to overcome the probiems associated with reducible connections, Witlen has suggested a way of 'thickening' things out [24]. The idea is to spread the
doll a iiiiirlion (3.2) into a Gaussian in a gauge invariant way. The partition function is tiiken to be

^ j

T

Tri<l>FA + •£;

(3.21)

ghosts and multiplier fields are implicit in this formula.
The dependence on the coupling e2 and the area of the surface A(ES) ~ f *1
in the combination eM(E s ) may be derived as follows. Scale the metric by #„„ —+
-V/M,I- then the term

/

Tr<j>*4>=

(3.22)

scales to
\jy

Tr<l>±<t>.

(3.23)
2

l 2

This factor may be eliminated if we in turn send e to X~ e . Shortly we will see
the existence of a map that guarantees that the metric only enters as a measure
(there arc no derivatives of it). The invariant combination is then
For an arbitrary metric, wit.h no loss of generality, the part of the action
fcs 'l'r<>> * * m a v b e replaced with e M ( E s ) / s Trif * <f where the metric here
has area fixed to unity, fa *l = 1. Because of this, we adopt the following
convention: in the the formulae obtained for the evaluation of the path integral
the combination eM(Ej) will be denoted by c, but also in the action we set t = e3.

dA * FA = 0

(3.27)

A gauge field satisfying (3.27) is said to be a Yang-Mills connection. The solutions
to (3.26) fall into two distinct classes. The first is that <j> = 0 in which case the
connections are flat. At this point we see that there is a partial resolution of the
problem facing us, for in this sector we now have no <j> zero-modes to worry about.
This does not mean that the flat connections can not be reducible. There may
well be non-zero Lie algebra valued functions <p for these connections such that
dA<i> = 0. The equations tell us that these ip are not proportional to FA. The
second class has <t> ^ 0 for which the connections are not flat but are certainly
reducible. As e2 —> 0 these classes merge to give back the complicated situation
of flat connections of which most, but not all, are irreducible.
To see that the action "regularizes" the contribution to the path integral of
elements of the isotropy subgroup of the group of gauge tansformations consider
the pair (3.18,3.19) and take a to be flat (choose the bundles so that this is
possible). Inserting these into the path integral (3.21) we see that up to the
volume of the flat u(l) connections we are left with an integral
(3.2S)

(i

This is a rewriting of the Yang-Milis path integral which makes the relation
to the topological theory of flat connections transparent. To see that this is the
same as the Yang-Mills partition function, perform the Gaussian integration over
the field Q" with
~

exp (-eV/2 + ixy) = -L
10

exp

(_j

thus regularizing the infinity obtained on using the original path integral.
A Trivialising Map
There is no dynamics in pure Yang-Mills theory in two dimensions, even at the
quantum level, for there are no physical degrees of freedom associated with the
gauge field3. Indeed we will present a map which eliminates all (local) reference
to the differential operators that are implicit in (3.21). Explicitly the partition
2

ln d dimensions the number of physical polarizations of a gauge boson is d - 2.

(3.24)
11

function is now
Zy (0 =

/ DAD<t>DcDcDbexp(-^— ( TH4>FA+ ~

[ Trif,
(3.29)

The map thai, we have in mind is A -> (£,i)) defined by [6, 8]

but this is precisely the ghost determinant. The Jacobian is then seen to exactly
cancel the determinant that arises from integrating out the Fadeev-Popov ghosts
(c,c). Other gauge choices may be dealt with in the same manner. In passing
we note that this definition of determinants is equivalent to the definition in [1],
We have also established that the ratio of determinants (3.13) that make up the
Ray-Singer torsion is unity.
In this way the path integral seems to be

(3.30)

= G(A) ,
wliicli has as its (inverse) Jacobian

Taking G{A) — dAa

" SA ' '
* (A — Ao), we need to determine
det(dA,dAo*) = detT.

(3.31)

(3.32)

Here T may be thought of as the map
T : n ^ S j , LieC) -> n°(E a , LieG) © H°(E3, LieG)
T{a) = [*<lAct,*dAa * a).

(3.J3)

We ran give a path integral representation of this as
detT = / DaDoDaexp [iTr f

crdAa + adAa * a) ,

(3.34)

where a and a are Lie algebra valued Grassmann odd functions, and here a is
A Lie algebra valued Grassmann odd one form. In order to get a handle on the
determinant we define
/lit,!'

=
=

I DoDdDaexplTr
iodAa + i&dAo * a + -aa I
V
^3
'
[ D(<r/t)Daexv[-Tr
I ~{dAa + *dAo(t) * {dAa + *dAoa) j
t

(3.38)
which is formally one. This is not quite correct as we have not encoded the global
properties of the map into the path integral yet. The dependence on £ factors, as
in the second line of (3.35), if the number of modes of one of the components of
Q and the number of modes of a agree. These agree up to global mismatches. An
example is furnished by the reducible connections. Here there will be a and a zero
modes making (3.35) ill defined. The determinant will also be singular on the scl
where dAa = 0 and dAo * a = 0 so that det0T may vanish, that is, these modes
are not weighted in the path integral. If they lie on a compact space then they
contribute a finite volume factor (as we expect about flat connections), otherwiseone needs to take expectation values which explicitly damp the integrals.
For a surface with boundary, the boundary value of the connection needs to
be specified in (3.29). Consequently this data must be expressed in terms of £ and
rf in (3.38). For a surface without boundary there are also topological constraints
on FA and hence on £. In the following sections we will see how to incorporate
these global aspects of gauge theories on Riemann surfaces.
In any case, questions of global modes aside, we have established that I he
metric enters only as a measure and consequently the coupling constant imired
always appears in the combination e2A(£5).
Observables
The natural topological observables in the BF theory defined by (3.2) are
Wilson loops around non-contractable cycles 7 in some representation A of (7

\

(
ith

(3.36)

detT = rfefoT.
Taking the limit f -> 0 in (3.35) is straightforward
delT = / Da Da exp i-Tr f
12

^

0

* dAa\ ,

(3.37)

W[i,X]^TrxPexf{J AJ ,

(3.39)

W[x,\,q] = Tr)iexp(q(t>(x)).

(3.40)

and Wilson points
These clearly do not depend on any metric and are gauge invariant. We can show
that the expectation values of products of these observabtes depend only on the
13

hoinotopy class of the cycles and not at all on the points (as long as they do not
touch each other}. Note that
dW[x,X,q] = T
= Tr,(exp(q<l>(x))qd4>)
- Trx( exp (q4>(x))qdAtj> ) .

The Wilson points have an interesting consequence, in that they move us
away from flat connections. We represent the trace of the Wilson point in terms
of Grassmann anihilation ij and creation JJ operators,
(3.46)

=< 0 | v'
(3-41)

with
= 0,

(3.47)

< 0 | 0 > = l , jji | 0 > = 0 , <0|ij,- = 0.

(3.48)

= 0,

The vaaium expectation value of W[x, A] is written as
and

<W[x,X\>= I W[x, A] exp ( J L j Tri4>FA) .

(3-42)

With this representation we see that (3.42) takes its values at

so I hat. on differentiating with respect to the point x we find
d< H'[.r, A] > =

/ dW[x, A]exp (~
J$

= fjrx(

(3.49)

/ Tn<pFA)

V47T J £

/

so that away from the point x the connection is flat but at the point it has a.
curvature with delta function support. If there are more Wilson point operators
inserted into the path integral then the right hand side of (3.49) becomes a sum

exp(q4>(x))qdA<j> )exp ( ^
z))?4»r 2 ^ )exp ( ^

=

(3.43)

0.

In the last line we used the fact that the path integral over a total divergence in
function space is zero.
A similar exercise shows the hoinotopy invariance of < W[~i, AJ >. If we vary
-, l>v adding a small loop 67 = dY then we hive

(3.50)
If one considers the expectation value of operators of the form exp (q<p(r,)) then
gauge invariance is lost at the point i . Calculations of this type correspond to
considering 'pointed' gauge transformations, that is those that do not act. at the
prefered points and one talks of 'marked' Riemann surfaces.

b < W[y, A] >

r>Pl exp (I A)FA^P

(j( A) )exp ( ^ ^ rri

= 0.

4

Cohomological Field Theory

(3.44)

The last line follows on integrating over <j>.
A general expectation value will have the form

I nn

= I n n wfo. ^]<v[^, w ] exp ( ^

(3.45)

In this section we will give an explanation as to the "type" of volume being calculated for MrC£s,G), In order to do this we introduce the basic ideas behind
topological gauge theories of cohomologicat, or Witten, type. These were originally proposed by Witten to give a field theoretic description of the Donaldson
polynomials. These metric invariants are defined as cohomology classes on the
space of anti-self-dual instantons over a given four manifold. The appropriate
framework for discussing these ideas from the path integral point of view is in
terms of the universal bundle introduced by Atiyah and Singer.

and will not depend on the deformations if, or the points in providing one may
organize for these never to intersect.

The set up is the following [12]. One takes P to be a principal G bundle over
a manifold M, A the affine space of connections on P and Q the group of gauge
transformations. There is a natural action of Q on P x A with no fixed points so
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that. P x A is a principle bundle over (P x A)JQ = 0- There is also a natural
action of G on Q so that away from reducible connections (or for Q the pointed
gauge group) Q is itself a principle G bundle over M x AjQ. There is a bigrading
of differential forms on M x AjQ, a (p,q) form is a p-form on M and a q-ioim on
AjQ.
In topological gauge theory a set of fields appear that naturally correspond
to geometric objects in the universal bundle. These are the gauge field A (a
(l,0)-fonn), a Grassman odd, Lie-algebra valued, one form t/> (thought of as a
(1, 1 )-fomi) and a Lie algebra valued, Grassmann even, zero form <p (a (0,2)form). They are related by the BRST supersymetric transformation rules,

As the integrand on the right hand side is gauge invariant, we see that the application of b once mote vanishes, that is the action is BRST invariant. This action
seems appropriate for our needs as the integral over B yields a delta function
constraint onto the flat connections. That it defines a topological theory is not
quite apparent, for the Hodge duality operator appears explicitly. Lei Z be the
path integral with this action. Then the metric variation bs of 7, is

=

/ eL6i3 I

Tr (XFA + 4>dA
(4.-,)

>,

(4.1)

6<t>=0.

the last line being a defining equation for V3. The order of S and Ss is not important

If 0 is given a Grassmann charge of 1 then <j> has charge 2 and these are their form
degrees on AjQ. The geometrical interpretation is the following. 6 is viewed as
the exterior derivative in the 'vertical' direction so that M> is, by the first equation,
a curvature two form, a one form in the base manifold (horizontal) direction and
A uiip form vertically (this is why it is Grassmann odd). <p is a curvature two form
in Lhe vertical direction. With this interpretation the last two equations in (4.1)
are Bianchi identities.
Conventional Formulation
We wish to model not the instanton moduli space but A 1 F ( S S , G ) . In order
to do this we introduce the fields B, \> <t> a n ^ 1 which are all Lie-algebra valued
zero forms. They are, however, Grassmann even, odd, even and odd respectively.
Their BRST transformation rules are

as they commute (basically because the transformation rules (4.1) and (4.2) do
not involve the metric).
The last line may be shown to vanish in some generality. Consider the vacuum
expectation value of any operator O
LW

O{$).

(4.(i)

One may change integration variables 4> —* $ + 89 and note that the action
satisfies £($ + <S$) = £($) while also formally the path integral measure has the
same property $$+6$ = J»- I n terms of the new variables the expectation value is
(4.7)

from which we conclude that
(4.S)

(4.2)

With these rules the BRST transformation on any field, *, satisfies
(4.3)

with Ct being a gauge transformation with gauge parameter <f>.
The action is chosen to be [18, 41]
L =

bi f

The theory defined by L seems to be just what we want, a topoSogical field
theory that lands on MF(SS, G). However, the partition function Z suffers greatly
at the hands of the reducible connections. For, at a reducible connection, there
are zero modes for the B, \, $,r) and 4> fields!
A Formulation In Terms Of The Symplectic Geometry Of AjQ

Tr (XFA + UA *

i L Tr (BFA -

This is exactly what is required to set the last line of (4.5) to zero. Indeed,
replacing everywhere in this derivation 6 with Q gives the Ward identity needed
to establish that (3.11) vanishes, as well.

* dA(j> +

X

16

. (4.4)

Witten has proposed a method for avoiding the problems associated with the
reducible connections [25]. In this approach there is no need to introduce the
17

MIL,

fields R, y, <p or i) at all. Rather, one begins with the supersymmetric action

.:Ci

.:.,

-L

(4.9)
wliirli is a simple generalization of (3.2). Note that the fields ip have no dynamics
at. all. Supersymmetry (4.1) fixes the relative coefficient of the two terms. Just as
for the action (3.2) there will be <f> zero modes. One 'thickens' this action out as
well to

nJi

(4.13)

yields the symplectic volume of M.
We then have the immediate consequence that the partition function of (4.9)
(or the e3 —» 0 limit of (4.11)) evaluates the symplectic volume of MF(£J, G).
Observables

with corresponding path integral

(4.11)
Tho exact relationship between the theories defined by (4.4) and (4.10) will be
given at the end of this section.
One of the important properties of the partition function associated with the
act ion (4.!)) is that there is a canonical choice of measure. On making a choice for
DA we pirk the same for Dtp; this is supersymmetry preserving and the product
DADi<> docs not depend on the choices made. Put another way, if we send A —* XA
then so as not to change the transformation rules (or the relative coefficients in
the action) we must also send ip —> Xip, and then there is no net effect on the

There are three 'obvious' conditions that an observable O (a functional of the
fields) should satisfy in a topological gauge theory. These are gauge invariance,
BRST invariance and metric independence. The third may be relaxed as we will
see later. There is still a fourth condition so as not to get trivial observables.
This is that O^SQ for any globally denned 0 3 . For if O = 60 then by (4.8)
its expectation value vanishes. Indeed this tells us that the observables must be
BRST equivalence classes of gauge invariant and metric independent functional
of the fields. Two observables O\ and 0? are BRST equivalent (and have the
same expectation value) if O2 = Oi + SO for any globally defined 0.
On the space Es x AjQ we have the exterior derivative d+6 and the curvature
form F + tt> + <j>. There is also the Bianchi identity
(4.14)

measure, DAD%> -» D(XA)D{Xip) = DADip.

Let us now interpret the extra term -^ / ^ Tripil* as a symplectic form on A,
Recall that a symplectic form u> on a 2n-dimensiona] manifold is a non-degenerate
two for in (ddui ^ 0) which is closed (tLj = 0). There is a natural symplectic form
on A which is inherited from the two manifold Ep. If a and 6 are tangent vectors
in A, that is a,b 6 f!'(Sj> LieG), then one may construct the symplectic form
(4.12)

from which we may derive the equations

(4.15)
Let n = 2 and write
(4.1C)

where the 0,- are i-forms with Grassmann grading ( —I)' 4 "' 1 and are given by

Thai- fJ( . ) is closed is obvious as it does not depend on the point A € A at which
it is evaluated. Invertibility is also clear. We see directly that ~ j /jr; 7V (ij> A ^>) =
f!(0. i/1) represents the symplectic two form of A,
For a finite dimensional symplectic manifold M, of dimension 2m, an integral
analogous to (4.11)

18

O2 = Tr{FA4> + ~
O4=l-Tr{FAFA).
3

(4.17)

A more detailed account of when observables are trivial or not may be found in [19, 20. 23].
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Expand the "descent' equation (4.15) in terms of form degree and Grasamann
grading as
6OB = 0,
SO\ =

-dOo,

60,

=

-dOi,

60,

=

-dO3,

0 =

-dO4.

The last observable is the supersymmetric action (4.9) itself! Indeed taking
into account that \Tr(<j>4>) is essentially independent of the point where it is
evaluated the thickening term in (4.10) is also essentially an observable,
(•1.24)

Observables In Terms Of The Partition Function
(4.18)

Tin* Oi are clearly gauge invariant and metric independent. The basic observabtes
in the non-Abelian models on E3 are built from the 0, for i — 0,1,2. The first
of these is Oa(x) = \Tr(<j>(x)4>(x)) which is BRST invariant, not BRST exact,
but appears to depend on the point x at which it is evaluated. Within the path
integral tlii.s is not the case,
d ( eL Tr[U){x)j2 = - I eL£Ol = 0.

We now show how the expectation values of the observables are deterniinpd
from the partition function

(4.25)
The first example is afforded by considering powers of O0,

6 4^O0(*0 >« = JDA D4, D0exp (JL ^

(4.19)

Likewise integrating O\ over a one cycle 7 gives a BRST invariant observable
(4.20)

CM7)
6 [ Tr(tl><t>) = - I dO0 = 0 .

In the path integral the position
is immaterial so we may replace this
with J-£ Trtj> * tj>, using the measure with unit area. We find

(4.21)

Tliat the expectation value of J^Tr(ip<j>) depends only on the homotopy class of
7 may be seen as follows. Add to 7 a homotopically trivial piece Sy = dF, then
/
y+tn

which is
(1.28]

(4.22)

D<j,exp ( J L |

'\\\c lliiid observable is the integral of O2 over the Riemann surface,

-W),
ith BUST invariance established as for the other observables.
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As a second example consider
Tr

T]—,4 Tr^>.(4.29)

(4.23)

Here n must be even or this vanishes. The action is invariant under V-' —> ~4' while
the integrand changes sign if n is odd. A simple way to perform this integral is
21
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to introduce n anti-commuting variables TJ, and consider instead the partition
function

1

where we have used the fact that Trtf does not depend on the point at which it
is evaluated and 7;j = #(7i H 7j) is the matrix of oriented intersection numbers.
Putting all the pieces together we arrive at
(4.36)

(4 30)

-

On differentiating this with respect to each of the r)t (in the order i = n to i = 1)
and then setting these Grassmann variables to zero one obtains (4.29). Now we
introduce De Rham currents J with the following properties

L

(4.31)

= / A,

with
(4.37)

For n = 2 we obtain
1 „ , , 1
(4.38)

for any one form A. One completes the square in (4.30) in the xf> field
(4.32)

Likewise for higher values of n the expectation values of ^iOi(7,) are obtained
on differentiating Z^ (e).
Clearly, expectation values of mixed products

to obtain

£:

are similarly obtained.
Integration On Moduli Space

The terms with i = j vanish as rtf — 0, so that there are no problems with
self intersections. The De Rham currents have delta function support onto their
associated cycles so that, for any zero form ty, (i ^ j)

L

(4.34)

with /' the points of intersection of 7, and 7j and o(P) (= ±1) the oriented
intersection number of 7; and 7j al P. This means that

(4.35)
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We have the observables and a way of computing them, at least in principle,
but what is lacking, however, is their interpretation. We should think of the </-'s
as one-forms on AjQ and thefll'sas two-forms on AjQ. When AjQ is restricted
to JVIF(E S ,G), 0 and <j> should be thought of as a one-form and a two-form on
the moduli space respectively. This means that C*o is a four-form on A4f-(E9,<7)
while Oi is a three-form there.
On any n dimensional manifold we may integrate an n-form without the need
to introduce a metric. The moduli space has dimension (for g > 1) (2g — 2)dim G
so that any product of the observables as in (4.39) with Ak + 3u = (2g — 2)dim G
is a form that may be integrated on ,MF(£J,<J). On the other hand, once the
constraint that F^ = 0 has been imposed, the path integral over AjQ devolves
to an integral over Mp(T,g,G). In this way (4.39) is seen to be the integral over
A1p(Ej,G) of a (2j — 2)dimG-form. Let us denote with a hat the differential
form that an observable corresponds to. Then (4.39) takes the more suggestive

23

considering

for

0

(4.40)
When 4^- + 3n = (2s — 2)dimG, the symplectic form makes no contribution.
However, if 4fc + 3n = 2m < (2g — 2)dim G there wilt also be contributions from
the action to soak up the excess form-degree. On expanding the exponential, the
symplectic fonn ft(0,i/>) raised to the power (g - \)dim,G - m will survive the
(•ra.ssmann integration.
We now know that we are calculating integrals of metric independent differential forms ou A1f(E s ,G). What do such integrals correspond to? They are
naturally interpreted as intersection numbers on . M F ( E B , G ) . An explanation of
the relationship between the differential form and intersection viewpoints is provided in [23].
Relationship Between The Old And The New
The problem with the presence of B, \, 4> a n d ij zero modes is that the theory,
as it stands, is not defined. It is possible, however, to deal directly with these
modes. We add to the action a term that is supersymmetric and that damps
them. The new action is
t6ii[

=

i * dA * dA * F

Tr(dA * FA) * (dA * FA),

(4.43)

the last line being the norm of dA * FA, which vanishes. Hence dA * FA = 0. In
passing to the new action we have moved away from just a description of the ilat
connections, and find that all the Yang-Mills connections contribute.
Now suppose that we wish to compute the expectation value in this new theory
of
(4.44)

The expectation value continues to be independent of t. We may, therefore, set
t = oo as the theory remains well defined for this value. This is the correspondence
we were looking for. The partition functiou of Yang-Mills theory that we have
been using (4.11) is, in terms of the original model, the expectation vaiueof (4.44).
The expectation values of the observables (4.26)-(4.38) are the same in the original
theory as long as it is understood that (4.44) is inserted.

5

U(l) Theory

TrX*4>
First Chern Class

= if

Tr(BFA - \dA

(7(1) bundles over a Riemann surface £ 3 are classified by their first Chern class

Mi L Tr(B*4>-X*v)

•

( 4 ' 41 )

By an argument that is similar to the proof of metric independence (4.5)-(4.8),
I.he pal li integral denned by this action is independent of smooth variations of t.
One iniist be careful, however, as the t -» 0 limit is not the same as taking t = 0
directly precisely because of the presence of zero modes.
Integrating out the fields B, iji, \ and IJ generates a new action solely in terms
of the geometric fields,

!/(!) = - f

(4-42)

The integral over <j> lands us on the space of solutions to dA * dA * FA = 0, but this
O(]n»tion is the same as the Yang-Mills equation dA * FA = 0. One proves this by

c

which is an integer, say k, and for the Abelian theory FA = dA. The most
familiar configuration that has a non vanishing first Chern class is the magnetic
monopole of Dirac. On S 2 , for example, we may consider a connection A+ on
the northern hemisphere Hn and A- on the southern H,. These 'patch' together,
if on the equator, where they overlap, they agree up to a gauge transformation.
This means that on the equator there exists a y? such that
J4+

(5.2)

= A- +

The Chern class may be expressed as

= J- / dA++
2ir JH
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(.VI)

i = ;r-

dAH.

which corresponds to the shifts
2JT

1

(5.3)

with the relative sign appearing due to the opposite orientation of the circle boundary of the northern and southern hemispheres. When, in local coordinates, <p = k9
the first Chern class is k. Such a ip is allowed as it corresponds to a periodic group
element, exp(Jti0), with 0 < 8 <2n,
On the Torus T3 = S1 x Sl with local (angular) coordinates (crl, <r3) the gauge
field
(5.4)
A= —
satisfies
k

=

(5.9)

a,

for all integers m,. In other words the gauge inequivalent A have ai that live on
T2. This then is the space MF{T\U{\)).
This correspondence between the holonomies of the flat gauge fields and the
points of Mp(Sa,U{\)) can be made even more explicit. The local coordinates
of MF(ZS,U{\)) = T1* are simply

{ i A , . . . A A , i A , . . . , i A).

(5.10)

In order to establish that the moduli space is a torus, in general, we would
need some more notions from the theory of Riemann surfaces, so we forgo this.

;-

Maxwell Connections

= —- / (m - n
(5.5)

These are defined to be the class of connections that satisfy the Maxwell equation

Tlic gauge field is not periodic, but it is periodic up to a gauge transformation. If
we send ax —» a\ + 2?r then

<i*FA=a.
In terms of the zero-form, JA = *FAt this equation becomes
(5.12)

with a similar relationship for cr3 —t <r2 + 2JT. The gauge group elements are
globally defined.

which has as its solutions the harmonic functions fA e H°(M, R). On a compact
manifold these are the constant functions, so that we find

Flat Connections
We have seen that the moduii space of flat {/(I) connections on a genus g
surface. ,Vff(Ej> t/(l)), has dimension 2g. Indeed it j s a 2 j torus A4/!•(£,, tffl)) =
Y'2'. Let us see how it comes out for genus zero and one.
For the sphere (g = 0) all loops are contractible and the only flat connection,
up to gauge equivalence, is the trivial connection. The moduli space is therefore
a point. For the torus (g = 1) there are two possible non-trivial holonomies. The
corresponding flat gauge field has the form

Hut what are the ranges of at and a27 Note that we may still perform (single
valued) gauge transformations
i

FA =

where a is some constant and w is a volume form normalised to unity. On a bundle
with first Chern class equal to k we have
FA =
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(5.11)

This last equation is equivalent to the original Maxwell equation, and when k =
0, the Maxwell connections are flat. The connection (5.4) on T2 is a Maxwell
connection.
The moduli space of Maxwell connections, MM{E9,U{1))
moduli space of flat connections, that is

is the same as the

(5.15)

(5.8)

e ii

(5.13)
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and as this correspondence holds for any fc, we may supress it. To see that this
must be tine, let Ai, be any MaxweSl connection satisfying (5.14). Then all other
connections on the (ci = k) bundle are of the form
A = Ak + X,

This still needs to be gauge fixed, but we make use of the trivialising map so we
forgo the introduction of the fields associated with the gauge fixing proceedure
and pass directly to the partition function in the form

(5.16)

for some one from A'. For A to also be a Maxwell connection X must satisfy
dX = 0,

(5.17)

which is the flatness equation and does not depend on k. Gauge inequivalent A"s
arc the points of the moduli space MM(ES, ^(1)), but clearly are also the points
There is a more geometric way of stating this. We have seen that, for flat
connections, we can form a map from T)(M) to G and, conversely, that these
maps, up to conjugation, characterise the moduli space of flat connections. We
can likewise show, that given Maxwell connections on any surface S a , we may form
maps from JTI(S S ) to G. Fix a Maxwell connection Ak- Then for any Maxwell
connection A, also with first Chern class equal to k, we can form the required
map <p-,(A) — <p-l(A)c)~iip-r{A). We see that ip~,(A) depends only on the homotopy
class of ">, for varying the path we get an area contribution from ^(A*)" 1 that
cancels that from ip,,(A) (the area dependence may be seen in the second last line
of

{•>.$)).

5.1

(.5.20)

Introducing a multiplier X to represent the delta-function as

the Gaussian integrals over £ and A are easily performed to give

Note that Z-£ (k, t) is independent of the genus of L3.
Fixed point theorems
Apart from the universal factor \j\j2nt, which arises from the re<iucibilily of
the connections, the partition function (5.19) is given entirely by the contribution
at the Maxwell connection (5.14). That is, (5.21) may be re-written as
:exp(L{Ak)).

Maxwell theory on compact closed surfaces

\\v take the classical action of Maxwell theory on a two-dimensional (orientable)
surface to be-

The pai til ion function of Maxwell theory in the topologica) sector with monopole
haiftc (first ('hern class) k,

(V22)

Furthermore, if we sum over the different topological sectors to calculate the
overall partition function we find

=E
These results are rather astounding. They tell us that the entire contribution to
the path integral comes sinnply from the values at the critical points of the action.
The critical points being the Maxwell connections.

is I hen

'/.s- [k;<)= I DAD4> exp [ / - / i<j>FA - ~ f <t> * As(— L FA - k) .
(5.19)
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Perhaps the importance of the result is overshadowed by its 'obviousness'. We
have only had to perform Gaussian integrals and these art evaluated by their
equations of motion; in (3.24) this is j = !//e s , which, when substituted back into
the 'action' yields the exponent on the right hand side. But two facts conspired
29

to turn the problem into one of simple Gaussian integration. The availability of
a t.rivialising map and the fact that the Maxwell equations become 'algebraic'
(5.14). The conspiracy continues unabated in the non-Abeiian theory [25].

they are harmonic one-forms. The partition function (5.21) is then still to be
multiplied by the VOIMF- The result for the partition function, up to a standard
renormalization (see section 7), that we have derived, is re-obtained in the next
section. The standard renormalization implies, that for genus g, the partition
function has the form

For integrals over finite dimensional symplectic manifolds such reductions to
the fixed point set of the action (exponent) are explained in terms of the fixed
[joint, theorems of Duistermaat and Heckman [39]. Witten has generalised these
theorems to the non-Abelian case and an infinite dimensional setting (the manifold
A). Quantum Maxwell theory furnishes a very simple example of these ideas.

for some K. Clearly a different input is required to fix the constant.

Reducible Connections And uo/jVt(S,,f/(l))

Triviality Of Wilson Loops Along Homology Cycles

For the Abelian theory, reducible connections do not constitute a real problem
as all Abelian connections are reducible and in the same way. This means that
we may extract an overall contribution from the constant <l> field,

The harmonic forms also do not contribute to correlation functions of operators
which can be expressed in terms of ( (= FA), and the volume of the moduli space
of flat connections will consequently drop out of normalized correlation functions
in this case as well. One may wonder, however, what happens to correlation
functions of operators which are sensitive to the holonomies of the gauge fields
along the homology cycles of S^. The gauge invariant observables of interest to
us here are Wilson loops

L

ft

•

(5.24)

Dividing this out of the partition function Zyj (k, t) gives

(5.27)

-exp

exp [ia. f A)
(5.25)
Clearly as f —» 0 this vanishes for all k except k — 0. This is consistent with the
fact thai, we should land on the flat connections in the limit.
For k = 0 at t = 0 we have, tentatively,
Zy — vol MF = T ^ •

(5.26)

This result, should not be taken too seriously, as there are many factors that we
have not been able to fix uniquely (such as the normalization of the path integral
measure). These factors, however, will not be k dependent, and they will have
a smooth i ->0 limit. Nevertheless we see that it is possible to obtain a finite
expression, and, in principle, with a more careful analysis, a correct form for

along closed loops 7. If 7 is homologically trivial then - by Stokes theorem - the
Wilson loop is expressible in terms of f and thus falls into the category of operators
already dealt with above. One may have some doubts on the validity of Stoke's
theorem for connections on non-trivial bundles (k ^ 0) but for ka € Z Stoke's
theorem can indeed still be used in the exponent. This is precisely analogous to
the quantization condition in the WZW action, and we will derive this condition
below.
This leaves us with Wilson loops for homologically non-trivial 7, which are
indeed sensitive to the holonomies of A. In this case a has to be an integer in
order to define a gauge invariant operator (under the large gauge transformations).
With a € Z, however, we find that the expectation value (exp (ia §^ Aj), as well
as any correlator involving homologically non-trivial loops, is identically zero,

VOIMF-

Non Contribution Of Harmonic One-Forms

for 7 ? 8T ,0 + 0.

(exp (ia

The reason for needing more care is that in one sense we have missed the
volume we are looking for altogether! The trivializing map is invertible everywhere
in field space (that is in A/Q) outside a finite dimensional set, points of which
air in one to one correspondence with the space of flat connections. These are
the fields A' in (5.16) which satisfy (5.17) and are gauge fixed d * X = 0, so that

Thus the failure of the trivializing map in this case causes no distress. One way
of proving the vanishing of this expectation value is to note the fact that the
evaluation of the holonomy of one of the X is

30
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dXexp (ia j X\

= 0

Z,

as the moduli space is a torus,

(A[D,)
- A[V} i

(5.29)

Thus in the Abelian case this rules out homologically non-trivial Wilson loops
as interesting observables on closed surfaces.

Again it can be checked (with a little bit of algebra) that the result is indepen-

A Quantization Condition And Contractible Loops

dent of the choice of Dj or D'} provided that ka, € Z. Moreover, by regarding

We now turn to the computation of correlators of any number of (possibly
intersecting and self-intersecting) contractible Wilson loops, starting with the case
of a single non-intersecting loop. The first thing to note is that on a closed
surface there is an intrinsic ambiguity in trying to write fyA = fD (, where A is a
connection on a non-trivial bundle and 3D = 7, as one could equally well replace
D by its complement Ea \ D = -£>'. Making a particular choice now, we will have
to inquire at the end under which circumstances the result is independent of any
such choice (and this will, as expected, give rise to the quantization condition on
a}. Using the same representation for the delta function as above and performing
the Gaussian integrals one finds that the normalized expectation value is

The first term is manifestly symmetric in D and D' and if we compute instead
(exp(-;n fn, f )) t we find that
(exp (-iajtn)k

= (explia j

n)k

exp(-2Trika) ,

so that {cxp ['a f-, Apt can onty be defined consistently if k = 0 or a = J, n 6 Z.
hi tin' first case the structure group of the (/(I) bundle can be extended to R and
o e R labels the unitary representations of the universal covering group R of
!'(I). In the second case a defines a representation of a fc-fold covering of (7(1).
The (iiiftiUixtition condition on a has, like that of the WZW model, a natural
group theoretic and geometric explanation.
When considering loops with seif-intersections or several intersecting loops no
substantially new features arise and the calculations can be done in much the same
way as thai, leading to (5.28). The result is that in the general formula for the
correlator of n intersecting but non-selfintersecting loops the exponent in (5.28)
is replaced l>v

a self-intersecting loop as two touching but non-selfintersecting loops with opposite orientations, equation (5.29) gives the general result for the correlator of
intersecting and self-intersecting loops on a closed surface of any genus.
One curious observation is useful to keep in mind when checking if the result
(5.29) is sensible and correct. In flat space ths figure eight loop and the figure eight
folded into itself give different results [30]. This is of course perfectly reasonable as
the folding leads to points in the interior part of the loop being surrounded twice
by the loop so that (energy being proportional to the flux squared) these point*
contribute to the path integral with the four-fold weight of those surrounded by
just one loop (something that is also reflected in the quadratic composition law
of (5.29)). On the two-sphere, however, these two configurations are indistinguishable, whereas on the torus they are again manifestly different, and one may
wonder how the path integral manages to take this into account. As it turns out
the path integral automatically gives a sensible answer. Indeed, by staring ai a
figure eight on the two-sphere one can convince oneself that the process of folding
(say) the upper loop into the lower is equivalent to going to the complement of
the lower loop, and (5.29) does not depend on whether we choose one interior of
a loop or its complement.
Wilson Points
The evaluation of expectation values of Wilson loops is also quite straightforward. The correlator

(.->..•}[) I

is easily evaluated by performing all the Gaussians, but may he obtained directly
by redefining £. Change variables according to (J{x,) is a two-form Dc Rham
current that fixes one to the point ,r;)
(-.(-2IV;I;JJ(TJ),
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T

(5.31)

which simply acts to get rid of the Wilson points in the exponent and shifts k
to (• + Hj f/j in the delta function, so that the sum must be an integer. We find,
therefore, that
exp

where the exterior derivative d is that on T2s (it is 6 restricted to the torus).
While these observables are exact, they are not trivial as the coordinates [<y,ji,)
are not globally defined. We have the following correspondence
(5.37)

(5.32)

6
There are a few points that are worth special mention. The effect of introducing
the Wilson points is to make the theory behave as if it is on a bundle of different
Chern class. The correlation function does not depend on the location of the
Wilson points, a fact which is clear from the cohomological field theory nature
of the correlator but not so obvious from the Yang-Milts point of view. The
expectation value of Wilson points with Wilson loops on non-trivial homology
cycles will vanish. The expectation value of Wilson points with homologicatly
trivial Wilson loops will reproduce (5.28) but with the shift k —> k 4- £ , q,. This
last insult comes from the fact that under the shift (5.31)
(5-33)

exp
and

(5.34)
depending on whether the point x, € D or not. In either case the second exponential is unity, providing we take account of the fact that bdth a and YLj Qj a r e
integers.
Topological Observables
As far as the Schwarz type topological observables are concerned, only the
partition function is non-trivial. We concentrate on the cohomological observables.
In the case of (/(I) we may also take n = 1 in (4.15) so that the integrals of V>
around the homology cycles are observables. Let us set

A = ait

£ A = ft ,
A,
13

so that the flat coordinates of the torus T

I 4' - da, ,

The path integral on a manifold M, with boundary dM = B, requires boundary
conditions to be fixed on B. In this way the path integral becomes (for each
operator insertion in the interior of M) a functional of the fields on B, which can
be regarded as a state in the canonical Hilbert space of the theory onflxR. While
this procedure is of conceptual interest as it sets up the correspondence between
the path integral and operator formalisms of field theory, it is generally of little
practical use as the path integrals involved are too complicated to be calculated
directly. In certain cases symmetry arguments may be invoked to determine the
states uniquely (as in string theory [42]) or up to a finite ambiguity (as in ChemSimons theory [43]).
In the case of topological field theories it is possible to deduce certain general
properties of and relations between correlation functions. This is in line with the
axiomatic approach to topological field theory as proposed by Atiyah [44]. For
two dimensional Yang-Mills theory, which is almost topological, depending only
on the measure on the Riemann surface, and is also a gauge theory, it turns out
that it is possible to completely determine the states. In turn one may use this
information to evaluate the path integral on any surface.
We proceed to explain the underlying ideas and then we reproduce the results
we have obtained for the f/(l) theory using these techniques.
Boundary Data
When given a path integral to compute on a manifold with boundary, one
must specify some boundary configuration of the fields. In equations, we have

(5.35)

are (a;, ft). Then

/ 0 = dp,,

Field Theory On Manifolds With Boundary

(5.36)

Od«-$w.

(6.1)

Of course not all boundary data may be specified. There will, depending on the
theory at hand, be certain restrictions.
For a gauge theory, it may be possible to demand that <PM be gauge invariant,
or at least transform in some well specified way under gauge transformations.

34

35

To see this in practice, suppose that the action S(ij>) is invariant under gauge
transformations 4> —* <M that are not the identity on the boundary. Then we have

Note that we do not preclude M from having boundary or, equivalently, the Mi
from having more boundary components than just B.
6.1

*»le=v

Maxwell theory on surfaces with boundary

The Disc
)•

(6.2)

The second equality is a change of variables of the dummy <f>, the third follows
from 1 lie gauge invariance of the action and the presumed gauge invariance of the
path integral measure. In the fourth equality gg stands for the value of the gauge
parameter on the boundary.
This is the behaviour that two dimensional Yang-Mills theory exhibits. An
example where (6.2) does not hold is Chern-Simons theory. Here the wavefunctiotis pick up a phase under gauge transformations and are property thought of
as sections of certain bundles.
Tor manifolds with more boundary components, the partition function is a
functional of the data on each component of the boundary.

The first thing we have to determine is the allowed boundary conditions. If the
resulting state is to be invariant under small gauge transformations (i.e. satisfy
Gauss' law) the boundary conditions have to be chosen to be gauge invariant.
Now the only gauge invariant degree of freedom of a gauge field on the circle dD
is its holonomy J g R defined by

and the only admissible boundary condition is therefore the specification of 0.
Computing the path integral with this boundary condition then amounts to inserting 6(§6D A - 2x&) into the path integral, that is
*z>(0,O =

( D A D 4 > t L 6(— I

=

(ihiemg Manifolds Together

DAD4"?L

A

J

We want to see how to get at the partition function of a manifold by glueing
together two manifolds. For concreteness and ease of visualisation consider the
two sphere and put an imaginary line along the equator. The path integral is an
integral over all possible field configurations on the two sphere. Pick some allowed
configuration tp on the equator. We can think of performing the path integral on
the two sphere by integrating over all configurations which are consistent with <p
on liic equator and then integrating over all possible <p. As we integrate over the
.sphere, the path integral on the southern hemisphere gives the partition function of
the disc with boundary data <p while the path integral on the northen hemisphere
also gives the partition function of the disc (with opposite orientation) and with
boundary data \p. We have deduced that

A-6).

(fi.'i)

Z1T JdD

This form means that we may use the trivialising map again to simplify matters
* ( 0 , e ) = f D{D4>eL 6 ( 1 - I 1 - 0 ) .
(6.6)
J
2JT JD
A question that arises at this point is what type of delta function should
appear here? We saw before that there are large gauge transformations on the
circle due to JTi((/(l)) = Z. These act on 6 as 6 -» 9 + »i, n € Z, and we can
demand invariance under these transformations which would then render the wave
function a periodic function of 6. This is accomplished by inserting the periodic
delta function 6p(fD£ - 2v6), defined by
Sp{x)

-

£ < 5 ( X + 2>TTI) = £

e"""*

,

(fi.7)

(6.3)

Zs> =

into the path integral.

This generalises directly to arbitrary manifolds. If M is cut into two manifolds
,V/| and M2 along B, then we have
(6.4)

ZM =
36

With these preparatory remarks in mind we calculate, with the standard delta
function,

#(0,0 =

1
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exp

(-9-

(6.8)

and

tf p (0, t) =

(-2irW) exp (2ir»n

(6-9)

with the periodic delta function. * p is of the form ^,a»x»(^)i where x» is the
character of the unitary irreducible charge n representation of U(l). This is also
thf general form of the states of Yang-Mills theory on the disc.
The wave functions (6.8) and (6.9) are solutions to the heat (Schrodinger) equation on the line and and circle repectively, with the initial condition that they are
delta functions. This is an expected relationship between the path integral with
boundary and the Schrodinger equation (see appendix C). There is also an unexpected relationship between (6.8), (6.9) and modular forms which is explained in
part in [i'2\.
Twisted States

as can of course also be checked explicitly, with the help of the Poisson summation
formula

One may wonder what the calculation of J"o' <##£, (0, c1)*^Dj(Jfc — (9, e2) results
in. Note that * p (/t - 6) = $p(-$) = tfp(0), so that the difference among the
topological sectors is washed out in 9P and not unexpectedly one then finds that
(6,

e

- 6, t7) =

,0

(6.14)

Thus if one is only interested in results summed over all topological sectors (as is
frequently the case) * p is adequate, but to get a handle on the individual sectors
we need to use *.
Kernels On £„,„

It is well known that more generally states could carry a non-trivial unitary
representation of Z (i.e. change by a phase under 6 —• 8 + n) labelled by a
parameter cir"3 € U{1). This is the familiar phenomenon of vacuum angles or
i)-vacua, in an embryonic setting.
In the twisted sectors one finds, instead of (6.9), the wave functions
(6.10)

Denote by E9,n a genus g Riemann surface with n boundary components. Also
we denote the partition function on such a manifold by A'ES n if we use a standard
delta function and by K£ when the periodic delta function is used. The symbol
Zj; is reserved for the partition function of closed surfaces (boundaryless).
From the derivation of (6.8) and (6.9), it is clear that they are valid not only
for the disc but more generally for a disc with an arbitrary number of handles,
i.e. for a surface E J|( surface. We thus have the general result

with the characteristic property

(6.15)
All our calculations could equally well be carried out in one of the twisted
sectors of the theory but, as nothing is gained by this, we shall concentrate on the
invariant [}) =• 0) sector in the following.
The- Sphere

The generalization to surfaces ESiI1 with n > 1 boundaries is also straightforward. In that case we have to specify n holonomies 9j,...,9n.
In the path
integral, for a manifold with n boundaries, when we change variables from the
gauge field to the field strength we find that

Write S2 = Dj U51 {-Di) and decompose the delta function appearing in
(.").2O) as

^U-^ = CdKIj'miU-(e-k))

•

(fU1)

The two delta functions give rise to * Dl (fl,ti)and *_0j(fc-0,£a) respectively (cf.
(6.8)), so that the partition function Zsi(k,t) (equation (5.21)) can be obtained
from the wave functions on the disc by
(6.12)

Zs,(k,i)=

38

(6.16)

so that one must still integrate over (11 — 1) gauge fields at the boundaries, the
nth being determined by the above relationship. We want to perform the path
integral

/DAD<t>eL f[6{^- I A-0i).

(6.17)

We may use the trivialising map to pass to the variable £ but this still leaves
the holonomies (6.17) to account for. We may interpret this in the following way.
39

Oti the manifold S Stn , the gauge invariant degrees of freedom of the gaugefieldare
represented by the holonomies and the field strength, subject to the one condition
(0,1 fi). On using the trivialising map, the path integral measure goes over to

a cylinder on that boundary to move the loop 'inside1. These manipulations give
the result
^ ^ , . . . A - i A «i) exp {2*ia0)Kc(-8,0n, es).
The second case is when the non-trivial loop cannot be pulled out of the
surface. In this case begin with the surface E a _i in+2 and put a Wilson loop on
one its boundaries, say the n + l'th. The kernel for this is

Integrating over the holonomies on the boundaries in (6.17) leaves us with

= exp (2xim8nJri)

(?i,... A +

(6.26)

This is easily done and one finds

(6.20)

The result we are looking for is obtained by convoluting the n + 1 boundary
component with the n + 2, which lowers the boundary components by 2 but raises
the genus by 1 and at the same time introduces a non-contractible Wilson loop
into the surface. We get

Wilson Loops
In order to calculate the expectation value of a contractible Wilson loop
exp [in § A) on a surface SJiti, denoted by
A^ ?n ($i,...,& n ,e;cr),

=£
d0exp(2irim$n+i)I\'£

(6.21)

we nrod only know what the expectation value of the Wilson loop on the boundary
of A disc is. Let the expectation value of the Wilson loop on the disc be denoted
by
V{0,£;a).
,
(6.22)
Thru r-vidoutlv

(6.23)
u'ii h similar formulae in the case of the periodic kernels. It remains only to
drU'riiihie ^(W.f; «)• But this requires no calculation, for the boundary data of
the disc path integral fixes fy A = 2irtf, so we have

[
(G.27)

This generalises the result that, for closed manifolds, non-trivial Wilson loops
have trivial expectation values (5.1).
Wilson Points
It is clear that the expectation value of Wilson points on an arbitrary suifacr
is obtained by convoluting surfaces with more boundaries with discs that have tinWilson points in them. So for us the expectation value of sonic Wilson points on
the disc is adequate. The calculation is exactly the same as for the closed surfaces
in the previous section. We get for ?i such points with charges q,
(6.2S)

(6.24)

?,(; o) =

There are two cases for homologically non-trivial loops of charge m € Z on a
siirlnrr ^g,,,,- The first has to do with such loops that can be pulled 'off'. In this
case simply attach a Wilson loop to one of the boundaries, then convolute with

40

This result may be understood from the canonical quantization point of view. <j>
is the canonical conjugate momentum to A, so its action on 8 is by differentiation,
that is
i<t>6=2x.
(6.29)
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In terms of operators the expectation value of the Wilson points on the disc takes
the form

(6.30)

Consistency Checks
The next thing we check is the proper behaviour of the kernels K^n under
the- operation of glueing surfaces along boundaries. Again, in view of (6.15) and
(6.20). it is quite sufficient to check this in the particular case of two cylinders C,
and (\ glnrd along a common boundary 7i to form a cylinder C with A(C) =
,4(C'i) + A(C2), or t = ti + f2. Writing dCt = To + 7i, QCt = 7i + 72 one has
<)(' = -,„ + -)2 — 7o + 7i - 7i + 72, so that we expect A'c to be given by
(6-31)
and using (6,9) and (6.20) this can easily be verified explicitly. Mutatis mutandis
(6.31) is valid for the glueing of any two surfaces to form a surface with n > 0
boundaries. It is also possible to consider the joining of two boundaries of a
surface, Es.II+2 —> E,+i,n. In general this is described by a formula similar to
(6.-11) (which we used in the calculation of expectation values), but due to the
linear and additive way in which the holonomies enter into (6.20) in the Abelian
case, this simply results in
i- - • • A ' <) = A'E,..+,(0,0,tf,,... A , 0 ,

(6.32)

observation that /JJ F4 = fe dA = 0, so that jg ( = 0. This is a gauge invariant
condition. For SU{n) bundles (or trivial U(n) bundles) we would also expect a
condition of the form / ^ dA" = 0 but this is clearly not gauge invariant and it
is far from obvious what one should take to be the non-Abelian generalization of
On manifolds with boundary, however, all the information that was required of
the trivialzing map, for the U(\) theory, had to do with gauge invariant boundary
data. By glueing manifolds with boundary together, it was possible to arrive
at the results for the compact closed manifolds. There is a direct non-Abelian
generalization of this. Indeed it is enough to know the result for the disc so as
to generate the results on arbitrary Riemann surfaces, with or without boundary.
Recall that identifying the sides of a cut Riemann surface gives back the original
Riemann surface. A cut Riemann surface is just a disc.
In this section we restrict our attention to Lie groups which are compact,
connected and simply connected. All of the results obtained will be in terms of
group representation theory. The set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary
representations of G is denoted by G. For A e C, we denote by d{\) the dimension
of the representation, \\ the character (normalised by \A(1) = d(X)) and by c2(A)
the quadratic Casimir invariant of A. We use various properties of the characters
that are treated in detail in, for example, [45, 46].
The Wave Function On The Disc
Let 7 = 3D be the boundary of a disc D (7 ~ S1). Just as for the (/(I)
theory, the only gauge invariant degree of freedom of a gauge field on the circle
is its hotonomy. Choosing the boundary condition to be Pexp(£, A) = g\ e G
(modulo conjugation, i.e. gauge transformations of ,4), our task is to compute the
path integral

j

l

^

A

(7.1)

p

(and analogously for K ).
Any other more complicated calculation can be reduced to a combination of
the throe examples discussed above.

7

We need to specify the delta function that appears in (7.1) and which is some
delta function on the group G. There are two possibilities. The first is to use the
delta function of L3(G), given in the spectral representation by
(7.2)

Partition Function In Yang-Mills Theory

For ('(1) gauge theory, we were able to evaluate the partition function on an
arbitrary genus surface directly. The global information about the trivializing
map was straightforward to encode. For trivial bundles, this amounted to the
42

With this choice of delta function, the path integral (7.1) is not manifestly conjugation invariant but, as the result turns out to be, use of (7.2) is sufficient for our
present purposes. We can however build in conjugation invariance from the outset
43

by using the delta function 6{g, h) on the space i'(G) G of conjugation invariant
functions (class functions),
(7.3)

Let us now assemble the techniques that will go into computing (7.1). It will
be convenient to replace the path ordered exponential in (7.1) by a quantum
mechanics amplitude, namely

related to i(g, h) by
6{g,k)= I

dg'S(g,g'hg'^),

(7.4)
(l)7*(0)<5,*:,

as a consequence of the relation
Xx(x)Xk{y)

.

(7.5)

The group measure is normalised here so that the group volume is one
/ dg = 1.

(7.10)

where r)k and fj*, k = l,,,.,d{\) are Grassmann variables (with the obvious
generalization to traces of the form \y(Pe*''Ag), g € G) and where (jjAaT/)(O =
tJ*(()A"jtij*(f). A short proof of (7.10) uses the fact that the fermion propagator in
one dimension is

(7.6)

DVDijexp(i J* dtff(tW(

JG

Sonic consequences of changing this are explored later in this section.
In (lie case of surfaces with more than one boundary component, the use of
(7.:!) actually becomes mandatory if one wants to work with the gauge fixed path
integral and retain conjugation invariance, as explained in [32}. So here we will
use the second alternative, though for the disc both delta functions lead to the
same result s.
The boundary data is given in terms of the gauge potential We need to specify
it in terms of the field strength. Using the non-Abetian Stokes' theorem, this is
possible in general on the disc and is explained in appendix B. The part we need
i* that the Scliwinger-Fock gauge

Together with the change of variables
!

,

.

•

(

(

)

(path ordering is done from the lower end of the integral to the upper regardless
of which is greater) this can be seen to imply (7.10).
Using the Schwinger-Fock gauge allows us to write

(7.7)

allows us lo express the gauge field in terms of the field strength

Jo

(7.8)

at

Ja

dt

ds
7.11)

The trivializing map is available, with O"(A) — .T"A°, SO that we obtain
with the local polar coordinates on the disc given by s-)(l). To evaluate (".<)), we
first perform the Gaussian integrals,
, D<p exp ( - ^

Tr<t> *

\vii!i // = /Jex|> (/j A^ and A expressed in terms off through (7.8).

•1- r )

whirli then leaves us with the task of evaluating the fermionic integral
exp
In a direct calculation for the cylinder [32], one encounters a slight generalization
ol Ibis, namely
f D>,Di) exp Qf' dt[ifik(t)vh(t) + p'(t)(rj\'V)(t)]

We are now in a position to determine the correct constraint on the field £ that
is needed so as to define the trivializing map directly on the sphere. The required
constraint can be deduced from inserting the definition (7.1) of the kernel on the
disc into (7.16). Doing this, one finds (the connection A should again be thought
of as being expressed in terms of { via (3.30))

(7.19)
This constraint expresses the requirement that the holonomies of A along <)D\
and d(—Di) are equal up to conjugation.

These integrals ran be calculated order by order in perturbation theory, but in
appendix D we have given a simple derivation of the result
(7.14)

We should like to express this in a form which makes transparent what the
condition on f is. Via the non-Abelian Stokes' theorem (details may be found in
appendix B), the path ordered exponential entering (7.19) can be written as

Combining this with (7.10) and (7.2) or (7.3), we finally arrive at the equation for

(7.20)

(7.13) = exp (-2* 2 « 2 (A))[Pexp Qf

the kernel (wave function) on the disc (7.9),

We therefore obtain

(
The Two Sphere
2

h'l) can be used to compute the partition function of Yang-Mills theory on S
us well as expectation values of Wilson loops. Considering S1 as the union of two
discs,
We see thai we Can write Z$i as
dgh Di(g,ti)hi)3(g

, C2),

(7-16)

(I.he inverse g~l being due to the opposite orientation of dDi). That dg, up to
some overfill constant, is the correct measure to use can be seen from the change
of variables A —> Pexp/,/4 on > Using the orthonormality
(7.17)
of (lie characters this becomes

Zs,(i)=

£:/(A) 2 exp(-2* J « 2 (;\)) ,

where < = t, + t2 (this is the statement that A(S2) = A(D) + A(D')).
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(7.18)

J

D

J

)

• (7.21)

The splitting of S2 into D] and D? is arbitrary here and for any other choice of
disc and complement this formula remains correct.
The Cylinder
With this example we come to the heart, of the matter. It is possible to quite
straightforwardly, following closely the analysis for the disc, derive from scratch
the partition function for the cylinder C [32]. However, such a direct approach
is difficult to implement in the case of higher genus surfaces, or for surfaces with
more boundary components. For that reason we will now give an evaluation of
the partition function on the cylinder which is based on nothing but the kernel
for the disc (7.15) and the fact that Kc can depend only on the holonomies along
the boundaries and the area A(C). These considerations will be seen to generalize
directly to any surface.
We deform the disc to a rectangle with the same area with edges a,b^c and
d, that is, we view it as the cut surface of the torus or of the cylinder. This is
as in figure 2, where c is the a" : cycle and d is taken to be the 6"1 cycle. Write
the holonomy 51 around the boundary of D as gl = gag!,gc9d (this is possible as
the holonomy is a path ordered exponential and can therefore be written as the
product of the group elements obtained from going along a, then along 6, etc.).
47

Identifying the edges a and c (with opposite orientation) now amounts to setting
gc — <ry~' and integrating. Figures 5a and 5b give two ways of visualising this.
Using (7.5) and (7.15), we find
=

/
JG

-2,r 2 t e 2 (A))
(7.22)

which agrees with the more simple minded approach in [32]. We should emphasise
that this proceedure works, as Yang-Mills theory in two dimensions is invariant
under area preserving deformations.
Tlicrr an- a number of checks that can be made on this result. One we mention
here has to do with the axiomatic approach to topological field theory. It is always
possible to t It ink of a genus g Riemann surface as a genus g\ disc glued to one end
ol a cylinder and a genus g? disc glued at the other end, with g = gi + gi- Think
of tlir discs as generating states in the physical Hilbert space. The cylinder then
has the interpretation of an inner product between the 'incoming' genus gi state
and the 'outgoing' genus yi state. In the topological limit < ~» 0, (7.22) becomes
Xx(9h)Xk(9i) i

=

/ dm / cif}dXn{gb)x*n(gd)
JG

Does the same method allow us to calculate the kernel for the 'pair of pants'
Eo,3? Indeed it does. In figure 6 we have exhibited one possible cut Riemann
surface of the pants. Once more express the holonomy around the boundary of
the disc as the product of the holomies of the eight edges. ;,From the figure we
see that it is enough, once we visualize the cylinder as a rectangle (disc) with a
hole as in figure 5, to identify the marked edges, call them a and a"1, as above.
Thus, to obtain A'E0 3 , all we have to do is calculate
(7.26)

/•

and, using (7.22) and (7.5), this becomes
(7.27)

Again one may check that glueing a disc to any of the ends reproduces the kernel
for the cylinder.
Extension To £ K

n

Knowing the kernel of the 'pants' and the rules for joining boundaries and
glueing surfaces it is now a simple matter to deduce from (7.27) the general formulae

(7.23)

wlik h is what we would expect. This simply says that the holonomies on the left
and right discs have to match up to conjugation. If we Fourier transform, this is
clear
Cnm

The Pants

JG

(7.24)

Anot her direct check of the method is to glue a disc to the d end of the cylinder,
which yields a disc, and to see if this reproduces the kernel for the disc (7.15),
This indeed occurs
iU'}) E >a(54hA(Sd)exp(-27r2e2c2(A))

(-2ir2tc2(A)) , (7.28)
AgG

and

(7.29)
It is rather remarkable that, in a sense, the basic building block of Yang-Mills
theory in two dimensions is not the kerne! (7.27) of the 'pants' but rather that
of the disc (7.15). This can be understood as a consequence of the fact that tho
theory is not only almost topological in the above sense but also a gauge theory.
Note that in (7.28,7.29) the power of d{A) is always the Euler number 2-2^ - n
of E ( , n . That it is precisely this function of g and n which appears is of course
no coincidence. Compatibility of (7.28,7.29) with the operations of joining 2/J
boundaries of a surface E j n ,

and of glueing two surfaces SSin amd Sj'.n1 along b boundaries,
with t = (, + fj. Other tests may be found in [32].
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requires the putative power p(g,n) of d(A) to satisfy
p(#,?i)

9,n) + p(g',n')

=

p(g + b,n

-2b)

= p{y + g + b- l,n + «' - 26)

(7.30)

and tliis fixes p{g,ri) uniquely (up to a scale) to be p(g,n) = 2 — 2g — n. The
scale can then be determined by computing e.g. the kernel on the disc (7.15) or
the partition function of the two-sphere (7.18).

We specialise to the case that the structure group is SU(2). Setting £ = 0, in
the partition function (7.29), we get
(7.31)

volMCLs,SU{2))

The irreducible representations of SU(2) are labeled by the positive integers n
and the dimension of the n'lh unitary irreducible representation is n + 1. There
is a simple formula for

had previously mentioned but omitted to carry around. The factor (2jr2)* ' has a
partial explanation in terms of our inability to fix the normalisation of the group
integral used in the glueing rule. The exponent p — 1 is determined in this way
but why it is 2x ] and not some other constant is difficult to ascertain.
Standard Renormalizations
There are two obvious source of arbitrariness in our calculations, thus far.
which we would now like to control. They have the same source, namely, thai.
we are not sure of the normalisation of the path integral measure. The first is
that the wavefunction or kernel on the disc should be multiplied by an arbitrary
constant K. The second is that we are also unable to fix the correct group measure
in our glueing rules, so let it be p times the one thus far used.
We derive some consistency rules. If we glue two discs together, D, and D?.
along one common edge to reproduce a new disc D, then the convolution of the
kernels on the two discs should give the kernel on the new disc. This is the
case for the kernel (7.15) with group volume normalised to unity. With the now
normalisations we would have,
K0l\D(t) =

obtained by passing to the Riemann zeta function
(7.33)

Thus wo are interested in C('-<7 — '-), which is related to the Bernoulli polynomial

our tentative expression for the volume being
C(2<7-2)
2(2ff-2)!

(7.35)

This result is quite good. The volume of the moduli space is known, for
example by making use of Verlinde's formula, and is

(7.37)

which serves to fix the dependence of K and p on the parameters that are in
the theory. If K is area dependent, then it must be exponential, so set hp =
exp (v + bA(D)). Consistency is achieved if p = exp —V. If we demand the scaling
symmetry that relates the coupling constant to the area, then bA(D) should be
replaced by ut for some u. The net effect of this factor is to multiply al! of the
previously derived kernels and partition functions by exput. In the topological
limit this term plays no role.
We would like to work out the dependence on expu for arbitrary kernels. The
way we do this is to begin with the kernel on a surface of genus zero with >i
boundaries, glue on a disc and demand it yields the kernel on the zero genus
surface with n — 1 boundaries. It is not difficult to see that all of these kernels
are given by (7.28) with g = 0 multiplied by expt>. Higher genus surfaces are
obtained in the normal manner. Indeed for a closed manifold the result depends
on the genus only and is expu(2 — 2g) times our previous result (7.29).

The factor of 2 discrepency between (7.35) and (7.36) is accounted for by noting
that I lie centre of SU(2) is Z3 which has order 2, this being one of the factors we

The ability to redefine the theory, by the introduction of the parameters u and
u, may be viewed as the normal ambiguity one faces in using different regulariza
tions in any field theory. Changing the values of u and v amounts to renormalization and Witten has dubbed these variations, 'standard renormalizalions'. The
factor (2JT 2 )'~ S , for example, may be obtained on setting v = i(ti(2irs). These
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volM(S3,SU{2)) =

(2ir»

(7.36)

considerations show, that if we know the volume of the moduli space of flat connections for one surface (with g > 2), then all the factors may be fixed. The Torus
will not do, as expu(2 — 1g) = 1, while for the sphere we run into C(-~2) = 0.

Then we find

7.1

for the unnormalized expectation value of a Wilson loop on S2.

(7.41)

Expectation values of Observables

For the case of the cohomoiogical theories, with non-Abelian groups, we saw that
it is enough to know the partition function in order to evaluate the observables of
interest. Ho here we concentrate on the observables that are intrinsic to the BF
theory, namely Wilson loops and Wilson points. The situation is quite unlike the
Abeliau case a.s here the Wilson loops are most certainly not trivial.
With the general formula (7.2S) for A'(EF,n) and the rules for glueing surfaces
and joining boundaries at our disposal, it is rather straightforward to compute
expectation values of Wilson loops (the generalization to correlation functions of
several non-intersecting loops being immediate). There are three different types of
uon-selfmtersecting loops to consider, contractible (homotopically trivial) loops,
uon-contractible homologically trivial loops, and homologically non-trivial loops.
As it is really homology and not homotopy that matters, the first is actually a
special rase of the second type, but for simplicity we will treat them separately.
Contract ihle Loops
l-A-pectation values of contractible loops on a surface E s can be computed
by glueing a disc T,oi and a SSrl with a Wilson toop on the boundary. We do
the calculation for a Wilson loop on the two-sphere. We want to compute the
expectation value
(x^exptjf/t)))*..
(7-38)
We split .<* along 7 into twoo discs D, and D2 and put a Wilson loop on the
boundary of D, before glueing Dj and
together again. In equations this
amounts to computing
(7.39)
In order to calculate this we make use of one further property of characters, namely
thai
9) = \.\s*(«y)=

E

X,(S) •

To get the result on a general surface one replaces A'D3 in (7.39) by AVa, (t).
Using the multiplicative property (7.40) of characters we thus find

In the topological limit this is
(7.4U)

which hecause of the flatness condition should be d(ji) times the partition fund ion.
Non-contractible Homologically Trivial Loops
These types of Soops exist on surfaces of genus > i and cut a surface D,' +3
into a £ s ',i and a EF,i- Thus the only difference to the example above, is that we
have to replace D in (7.42) by Sj-,,. This gives the result

which reduces to (7.42) for g' = 0.
Homologically Non-Trivial Loops
Not unexpectedly the formulae in this case turn out to be slightly more complicated than (7.42,7-44). The required operation is now not that of glueing two
surfaces together but rather that, of joining the two boundaries of a S3_i,-j with a
loop in between. In equations this amounts to calculating

(7-40)

= / dg
(7.45)

This means that a representation A S G will only contribute to the sum if it
appears again in the decomposition of A ® p. Let rou(A) denote the multiplicity
of A in A G |i. Then

does not depend on the loop. The path integral reduces to

that

*- 0 | >)' 2^ \J*(Si)XA(exP</V-^-'?)7i I 0 >
~~

(7.46)

SA"),

(7.49)

A6G

For .*>{'(2), two extreme cases are represented by choosing ji to be a half-integer
spin representation or the spin one representation. If fi is half-integer, then for no
value of A will A reappear in A ® ;i, so that we have the general result that for a
lioinologkally non-trivial loop f

On the other hand if /i = 1, then mv[X) = 1 VA € G and thus all representations
will contribute to the sum in (7.46),

and I leave it to the reader to disentangle this.

8

Instant ons on complex K abler surfaces

There are natural generalizations of the two dimensional theories that we have
considered. These involve the moduli spaces of Einstein-Hermitian structures [47]
and of semi-stable holomoiphic bundles [48]. Here we will content ourselves with
a brief application to the moduli space of iustantons over four dimensional Kaliler
manifolds (complex Kahler surfaces).
Any two form $ on an orientable four manifold may be decomposed into its
self-dua! and anti-self-dual pieces

~ 2

lu the topological limit this gives back the volume of the moduli space.
The results of this section can of course also be used to calculate correlation
functions of several non-intersecting Wilson loops. The intersecting case is more

~2

by virtue of the fact that *2 = 1 so that | ( 1 ± *) are projection operators. Thus
the space of two forms Q 2 (M) decomposes as

difficult but can be dealt with at the level of the fermionic path integral represen-

= £)=.(A/) e n l ( M ) .

tation (7.10).

(8.2)

Extending this to Lie algebra valued forms we have the decomposition

Wilson Points
Let. us work directly in the topological limit. In this case the position of the
Wilson points makes no difference to the result, so on the genus g Riemann surface
we may as well consider all Wilson points to lie in a disc. We proceed in the by
now familiar fashion. We calculate the insertion of the Wilson points on the disc
and thru we glue this to Es,i to recover the result on S fl . We content ourselves
with one insertion. The general case is a simple extension.
We wish to calculate

U\M,LieG) = n2+{M,LieG)®i\2_(M,UeG).

(8.3)

In terms of this decomposition, the curvature tensor FA of a connection on a
bundle over M may likewise be split and a connection is said to be anti-self-clual
(ASD) if
F% = (1.

(8.4)

An ASD connection is an anti-instanton.

-l-T*JD
fi

(7-48)

On a complex manifold there is a second decomposition of Q2{M, LieG) available,

on the disc and to do it we use the fermionic representations of the Wilson
points (3.46). The integral over <j> restricts £ to satisfy (3.49), which tells us
54

, LieG) = f!(2'0)(M, LieG) © n ( 1 '"(M, LieG) © n (0 ' 2) (M, LieG).
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(S-=>)

The grading (i,j) refers to the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic degrees so that,
for example,

€ n ( u ) ( M , LitG).

^dzidz,

(8.6)

Fur them lore, if the manifold M is Kahler then it comes complete with a nondegenerate closed two form w of type (1,1) so that there is a further refinement
ful

u)

where we have already included a term to take care of possible <j> zero modes. In
order to impose the other two conditions (8.10), we need to introduce two more
Grassmann even fields B<2-0) £ n(J'°>(A/, LieG), B (o ' 2) 6 fi(0'2)(A/, LieG) and two
Grassmann odd fields x(2'a) € n™>{M, LieG), x[oa) 6 £2(tu|(Af, LieG). These are
given the following transformation rules

0

fi (A/,Z,»eG) = ni, (M,IieG)efi (A/,£ief7).w,

(8.7)

so that 6 continues to enjoy the property <5!$ = £^4
We add to the action the following 6 exact term

where fij, ' (A/, LitG) consists of the (1,1) two forms that aie pointwise orthogonal to u. fJ°(A/, iieG).w is meant to indicate the component of the two form
along the Kahler form times the Kahler form.
The complex decomposition and the duality decomposition of f!2(A/, LitG)
are related by
nl(M.LieG)

= n (2 ' 0) (M, LieG) ® Qa(M, LieG).uj ®{li0V(M, LieG),

Q2JM,LieG)

= Sl(olA)(M,LieG).

(8.8)

Aiit.i-lLLsla.ntou Moduli Space
The ASD connections using the Riemannian structure of the four manifold
are. as we have seen, compactly written in terms of one equation
F | = 0.

(8.9)

In terms of the Kahler structure of the manifold, the ASD connections are specified
by three equations, the first two being
(8.10)
while tin- Iliird (FA,ui) = 0, is neatly written as
/

\

/

r

*

\

2

0 =-(r.4,u>)LJ .

fo

in

l°-UJ

The space of connections that satisfy the equations (8.10) is denoted .4' 1 ' 1 '.

As F.iui is a four-form, we may integrate it over the manifold. This suggests
that we fake as an action the obvious generalization of the two dimensional action
namely

(8.12)
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= I Tr
-X(2-°V^'»(0-2)+V(0'2V^O|2'0)) •
l2m

(8.14)

2)

Integration over the fields B
and B<"- forces the gauge fields to satisfy (8.10)
so that the path integral over A is restricted to .4' 1 ' 1 '. Likewise integration over
the x forces the ip to be tangents to . 4 ' u ' .
The path integral that we have is then an interesting mixture of two types
of topological field theories. These correspond to the two types of fixed point
theorems that are available. The first part of the action (8.12), just as in the two
dimensional theories, is a Duisterinaat-Heck man type action. The second term
(8.14) is of the Matthai-Quillen form.
The analogy with the two dimensional version may be pushed further. The
critical points of (8.12), taking into account (8.10) are Yang-Mills connections. We
can aee this by noting that on j4 (lll) , FAw is essentially Ff, so that on eliminating
4> we produce an action which is, up to an additive constant, the Yang-Mills action.
One more point worthy of note is the relationship between the theory presented
here and Donaldson theory (in Kahter form). These are related to each other in
the same way as the old and new versions of the rohomological field theory in two
dimensions as described at the end of section 4.
Observables

Topological Field Theory For ASD Instantons

Tr

f

For the case at hand, we may generalise the descent equation (4.15) to
{d + &)Tr(FA + V- + «f>)"wm = 0 ,

(S. 15)

as ui is annihilated by both d and 6. The topologicnl observables are (products
of) integrals over some cycles in M of TT{FA + V' + <^)nw'rl, with the form of
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appropriate degree picked out, which we write as
I Tr(FA + V + OJ'V

(8.16)

Bui what does 'topological' in this case refer to? The theory described by
the combined action, (8.12) and (8.14), has an explicit dependence on the Kahler
form u; as do the observables (8.16). However, in this setting, the theory should
depend not on u> but rather on its cohomological class [w] g //'''"'(M). This
moans that u> and m + dK, with dK € Q ( U '(M), should lead to the same results
for the 'topological' observables. The difference of (S.16) evaluated with w and
evaluated with w + dK is of the form
Tr(FA + \l< + 4ydX,

(8.17)

The determinants will exactly cancel (at the end of the day), up to a sign which
is not indicated. The sign, however, is irrelevant, for when we take into account
the (0,2) contributions we will obtain the same sign which squares to unity. The
path integral is now over the (co-)taiigent bundle of A^:1\ with the action given
by (8.12).
We may set e = 0 with impunity and we do so. The partition function is then
equal to the symplectic volume of the moduli space. This establishes that the
simplest of Donaldsons invariants is not zero (indeed is positive).
In the remainder we relax slightly the condition that HA = 0 and allow for the
"obstruction" space H\ to be made up entirely of H\ui. In other words, we allow
for <$> zero modes (reducible connections) but not for B or \ zero modes. The 13
and x fields may be integrated out as before and the partition function of imprest

for some A . I ; p to a sign this is

=L,

(8.18)
so thai the difference is BRST exact and vanishes in the path integral4. This
derivation goes half way to showing that the action only picks up S exact pieces,
as we vary UJ in its class, for (8.12) is exactly a combination of terms of the type
(S.IG). As (8.14) is in any case b exact we are done. This establishes that the
invariants will depend only on [uj.
There is the related issue of the dependence of the invariants and of the action
on the complex structure of M. An analysis of this issue is possible along lines
similar to that of the dependence on the (almost) complex structure for the action
of the topological sigma models [49]. I will forgo this here.
Observables And The Partition Function
The simplest observable is the path integral, with action the sum of (8.12) and
(S.) t). I'bv simplicity, consider the case where HA — 0, that is where there are no
zero modes at all of B, \ o r <i>- The fi(JlDl and x (2l °' integrals give us

(8.21)

We do not evaluate this partition function, but rather can express other observables in terms of it. The easiest examples are the expectation values of products
of Co- One may follow line for line the steps in (4.26) and (4.27) to obtain a
formula in terms of the differentiation of the partition function with respect to t.
If we could follow the steps of the two dimensional theory to calculate the
partition function, we would be able to go a long way towards evaluating many of
the Donaldson invariants of these moduli spaces. Unfortunately our technology
at the moment seems to be not up to this task. The boundaries of four-manifolds
being three-manifolds makes the specification of the boundary data rather more
involved. In this context the work of Donaldson on the boundary value problem
for Yang-Mills fields may be helpful [50].

A

Conventions

Lie Algebra Valued Fields
o[r £

}C[[QAV)

J*

\8.iy)

When, in the text, a field 0 is said to be Lie algebra valued this means
which, off the zero set and around a pvefered connection AQ £ .4' 1 ' 1 ', A = Ao + a,
becomes
'').
(8.20)
' N o t i c e t h a t this derivation needs only Iliat dK €

where the (anti-hermitian) Ta are generators of the Lie algebra. Commutators are
Lie algebra brackets,

[r.,r,] = r.»r c ,
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(A.2)

so til at

dAX = d\ + [A,X] = [d\'

(A.3)

and

FA = dA + h[A, A\ = (dA* + i f

b c

bcA

A )Ta.

or they are in an even permutation, or an odd permutation, respectively. For
example, in two dimensions t n = tjj = 0 and tjj = —t;i = 1. One raises the
labels with the metric tensor, so that

(A.4)

Local Coordinate Expressions

£,„...„„ = d e t g £"'•-">•,
The invariant volume element is \/detgdx"

In the text differential form notation has been used. For those who prefer
explicit index notation, we give the correspondences here.

1

...dx""

(A.12)
which is often written as

The following are now easily derived

A zero-form is a function. Any one-form A has as a local expression
A - Ahdx*,

(A.5)

B = Bav dx" dx".

(A.6)

while a two form B is

L 4>F

A

=

We also have, in two dimensions

The differentials dx" anti-commute amongst themselves, so that only the antisymmetric part of B,,,, appears in (A.6). The differential d is

* dA.

A. 1-1

w h e r e V,, is t h e covariant derivative in t h e m e t r i c sense, a n d also covarianl. with
r e s p e c t t o v40, while t h e Yang-Mills e q u a t i o n s read

(A.7)

(t =

dA * FA = i v , ,

(A.15)

and squares to zero. With these rules we have
Instantons And The Symplectic Form
FA =

dA+l-{A,A]

Let us fix on R* the standard coordinates x", and on the complex 2-plane the
coordinates z1 = i 1 + t>2, z1 = x3 + i:vA. The (2,0) and (0,2) forms are spanned
by
(A-8)
dz\dz-i = (dxldx3 — dx2dx4) — {(dx^dx* + dx2c

The local gauge transformation, for the gauge field, becomes
(A.9)

The symplectic 2-form is
w = -dz\dzx + -dtjd^j = dx dx + dx dx .

with
[A,,,

.

(A.10)

(A. 16)

(A. 17)

The self-dual two forms 41 satisfy

Given a metric gulr on the manifold we also have the Hodge + operator that in
» dimensions maps p-forms to (n — p)-forms. Its action is defined by

^W-

(A.IS)

so that
TA+d.T2d.TJ)

where det g = delgvl/ and the epsilon symbol with all the labels down is the
antisymmetric matrix density with entries (0,1, -1) when any labels are repeated,
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(A. 19)

This is the decomposition advertised in the text.
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B

Non-Abelian Stokes' Theorem

ds[sx"dAuJsx)/d(sx-)

In the following we are working on a contractible manifold M of dimension m
or, equivalently, consider what follows to be performed on a single coordinate
neighbourhood, which is diffeomorphic to an open set in R m . Given any gauge
field (connection) A on a principle G bundle over M, there is a gauge transformed
connection A'' = U~l AU + U^dV such that
^ " = 0.

(B.I)

This (Srhwinger-Fock) gauge allows us to represent the gauge field A in terms
of I lie field strength (curvature) FA and the group element U. Equation (B.I)
serves as a definition of (/. It is in terms of these quantities that the non-Abelian
Stokes" theorem is stated.
Abeiian Stokes1 Theorem
The integral around a loop 7 of a connection A is, by Stokes'theorem, equated
with the integral over any surface Y with boundary 3T = 7 of the curvature
FA = <IA,

I A= I FA.

(B.2)

= j dssx"F?p(sx)

(B.4)

where
The third line in (B.4) follows by differentiation of (B.I) at the point sx. thai is,
A%(sx) + sx"dAV(sx)/d{sx") = 0, while the last line follows from the fact that
sx"[A^(sx), A^(sx)] = 0. In terms of the original field we have

though this may be unedifying.
More interesting for us is the application of these ideas to the path ordered
exponential
A),
(B.7)
around a (necessarily) contractible loop 7 with prefered point .r. The path ordere
exponentials for A and Au are related by
A)U(z),

Alternatively for Wilson loops this is

exp( I A] = exp(/

(B.3)

and it is this lormula that generalises, in a gauge invariant way, to the non-Abelian
case.
Non-Abelian Stokes' theorem
Before turning to this let us make one observation. Within M the surface Y
may beguile contorted. However by a suitable choice of local coordinate functions
it may he taken to be the unit disc in an R2 plane of R m centred at the origin.
We work with these local coordinates.
As it is not, perhaps, apparent that one may specify any connection in terms
of its curvature and a group element (corresponding to the usual gauge freedom)
we show this first. We express Av in terms of F% = F(AU) = IJ-'FAU,
A'

=

Fexp(/ A)

= U(x)Pexp(i Av)U-\x)
= t/(i)Fexp(/ f sYU

(13.9)

The last equality is known as the non-Abelian Stokes' theorem. This terminology
is justified by noting that in the Abeiian case this equivalence reduces to the
usual Stokes' theorem. Let us parameterise the boundary curve (unit circle) by
t. The local coordinates 1* restricted to the disc are given in terms of _s and t
by x" = J7f'(*). The s coordinate is 'radial' while ( is 'angular'. In this way we
see that for Abeiian groups, where path ordering is irrelevant (all the matrices
commute so their order is immaterial), the exponents appearing in (B.9) may be
equated as

=f
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=

{ f

J Jo

The A represent tangent space variables to the group elements, and, in particular,
for those group elements of the form (C.4), the Laplacian at g is just the flat
(tangent space) Laplacian so that

Fi,ll(slil))j(si"(t))~(a-1''(t))dSdt
<it

ds

'A -

(B.10)

The gauge invariant version of the non-Abelian Stokes' theorem is obtained by
taking the trace on both sides of (B.9)

7W-Vxp(/ A) = TrPexpii
•fii

J-ft

f siuU-x{$i)F^(af)U(at)dadY)

(C.6)
with the notation f£ indicating that the path begins at x.

Jo

= TrVexpJF%,

This may be obtained explicitly by noting

(B.ll)

The Schrodinger equation becomes (by orthogonality of the characters)

with the second line defining what is meant by the surface ordered exponential.
Alternative derivations may be found in [51, 52].

C

(0.7)

so that the most general solution is

Laplacian on G and the Schrodinger equation on the
disc

The Schradinger equation that we are interested in is

.a

[~ + ct(X)]ax = Q,

with the ex constants.

D
(C.I)

whcrr <i! is gauge invariant and depends on A only through its holonomy on the
boundary of the disc and t represents some 'evolution' from the centre of the disc.
We want to relate the solutions of (C.I) to the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on

Path integral Representation of Wilson loops

In the text we introduced a path integral representation for the character of the
holonomy of the gauge field in a given representation A of the structure group.
The sotution of the following path integral was needed at various points of the
analysis

the group (V. These are the characters of G,

(C.2)
where r2 is the quadratic Casimir of the representaion.

(l )f*(0) .

By the Peter-Weyl theorem $ must have the form

Consider first the trace of this *,\(/>, 0 = ^\ip,c)'JSi}.

(C.3)

(D. I)

We do not need to evaluate

the trace of (D.I). Rather we note that it satisfies the Schrodinger equation (0.1)
with the initial condition that it is the character

where- the n\ are functions of ( and

(D.2)

g = Pexpl A .

(C.4)

The solution, following our previous analysis, is thus
(D.3)
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To see that * J , ( P , E ) satisfies (C.I) (with t = t/2) firstly differentiate {D.I)
with respect to t / 2 to obtain

*/2*^'

[9] G.T. Horowitz and M. Srednicki, A quantum field theoretic description of
linking numbers and their generalization, Commun. Math. Phys. 130 (1990)
83.
[10] E. Witten, On the structure of the topologicat phase of two dimensional grav-

(DA)
where (Z) means the insertion of the field Z in the path integral on the right hand

ity, Nucl. Phys. B340 (1990) 281.
[11] R. Dijkgraaf, Intersection theory, integrable hierarchies and topological held
theory, preprint IASSNS-HEP-91/91.

side of (D.I).
When considering the matrix elements * i ( p , e ) ' J , we use the same argument
with the initial condition that at t — 0 this is
^

,

(D.5)

to arrive n\

(D.6)
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 A genus g surface with a particular choice of the homology basis.
Fig. 2 The homology basis for the Torus with its associated cut surface.
Tig, 't Homology basis for a genus 2 surface.
Fig. 4 'The cut Riemann surface associated to the genus 2 surface.
!'ig. 5a,b Two ways of seeing the identification of edges of a disc to form a
cylinder.

Fig.l

Fig. (> A possible identification of the edges of a disc to obtain the pants.
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